### Top 100 Youtube Videos for Teaching English

#### Top 10
- **The Elephant Song**
- **Where the Hell is Matt**
- **Lemon Tree**
- **ABC Song**
- **5 Little Monkeys**
- **Lily and the Map**
- **C is for Cookie**
- **Can Do Kid**
- **Slippery Fish**
- **We are sinking!**

#### 11 - 20
- **Hey Jude**
- **Kid, Who Stole the Cookies?**
- **The Message**
- **Mr. Morton is the Subject of the Sentence**
- **We are the World**
- **What a Wonderful World**
- **I have a dream!**
- **Stop and Go - Lisa Loeb**
- **Mr. W 6 Billion Others**

#### 21 - 30
- **The Appointment**
- **Free Hugs**
- **Always on my Mind**
- **Don’t let the pigeon drive the bus**
- **Alma What happens next?**
- **Brown Bear, Brown Bear Urban action**
- **Doing a Bradbury I’m Yours - Jason Mraz**

#### 31 - 40
- **Chocolate Man Ages/Numbers**
- **Michael Jackson Medley**
- **A short love story**
- **Aha - Take on Me Moments**
- **Man with no arms/legs**
- **Validation George and Rosemary**
- **The Big Snit**

#### 41 - 50
- **I gotta feeling (Lip Dub)**
- **World on Fire**
- **Pen Story**
- **Asics Origami**
- **Honda commercial**
- **Xbox commercial**
- **Cat/Fish - Learn English!**
- **Deadline Story of Stuff F is for Fail**

#### 51 - 60
- **Banana Pancakes**
- **Coldplay- Yellow Don’t Worry, Be Happy**
- **Flying Penguins**
- **Gold’s Gym Grammar**
- **Bruce Lee Table Tennis**
- **Astley - Never going to give you up**
- **Hoyt Family Zoo Animals**
- **Ten in the Bed**

#### 61 - 70
- **Adora Svetak - Writing E eats Everything**
- **The Girl Effect We didn’t start the fire in the Class**
- **Chocolate Rain**
- **A Korean Love Story**
- **African Rain storm**
- **A picture every day**

#### 71 - 80
- **One year in 90 seconds**
- **The Word is NO!**
- **I am a Pizza**
- **Google Logos Without You - Bulgarian**
- **Bob’s House commercial Pepsi vs Coke**
- **Shifty Five Happy Dance**
- **A Close Shave - Wallace and Gromit**

#### 81 - 90
- **Taiwan - I will always love you**
- **Dr. Seuss’ ABCs**
- **The Prediction Kung Fu Fighting**
- **If I had a MILLION dollars**
- **The Little Mole**
- **Top 50 tourism countries**
- **Sesame St. - Song of the Count**

#### 91 - 100
- **Be Remarkable**
- **Chicka Chicka Boom Boom**
- **Eminem - I’m not Afraid**
- **Lift the Label**
- **New Dork**
- **Stronger I.T. Monks**
- **Best Photos of All Time**
- **A Dark, Dark, Tale**

---

**Here too are some of my fav. video tags from EFL Classroom 2.0:**

- Best
- Funny
- Grammar
- Children
- Geography
- Professional Development
- Lectures
- Music
- Karaoke
- Technology
- Young Learners
- Stories
- Reading
- Inspiration
THE BEST COMMERCIALS FOR TEACHING ENGLISH

Commercials are great for teaching English. Not just for teaching media awareness but for specific language study. They are the perfect "engager" and way to start off and focus a lesson on a central point/topic. Commercials are short and powerful and trendy. The perfect media to use to teach adolescents especially.

Following up on last year's post and awards - find below a list of this year's picks. I've also included a short, snappy description on how you might use the commercial in your classroom. Lots of amazing commercials and I've spent lots of time making sure these are truly - The Bests. See my list of Golden Lion award winners too. The Golden Lion awards are the Academy Awards for commercials (and yes, Obama won there too!). Also, McKinney, the world's most creative ad agency, has a lot to inspire you.

I've included a nice word document for sharing / keeping that merges all my commercial recommendations. Also, see this MIXTUBE PLAYLIST for a full rundown and easy click and play. Further, use our A/V player's commercial folder and find many of these to play full screen and download for classroom viewing.

If you do want to use commercials and more formally look at their "guts", as part of a media awareness lesson - use this fill in chart. ANALYZING TV COMMERCIALS Also, see the commercials in our videos and also in our Media Resources Tell us which is your favorite!

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4wFlhWr8C4
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KQQo2ze possesses
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIOqCIg7Gqs
4. Micky likes it! Like / don't like / preferences
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYEXzx-TINc
5. Where’s the Beef? - Comparatives
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UWq26w01po
6. Big Mac Chant - Food vocab. / Chant
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ug75diEyiA0
7. Gold’s Gym – for teaching comparatives
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z57X5s320eY
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nUcRJX9-o
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40DykbPa4LC
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMAx_JNMR_w
11. Ikea. furniture vocabulary / dance
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-mSwqes_pe8
12. Axe. Learn English – Creativity / Thinking Skills
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLpb9O4m3k
13. Kobe Bryant / Lebron James Triple double dialogue
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQJqHoFvfAA
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=x-OqKWXirsU
15. Spontex Scrubber - Preferences.
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=L0A13d1UxfA
16. Pepsi – Soccer Preferences. Which is better?
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=RI3XqFzcc_k
17. Modern Bathroom – Household vocabulary
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=qxPZ6_NUa7o
18. You got the right one baby! Diet Pepsi Singing.
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=Z89ufgvbHmQ
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=xZbfGLbTKyw
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ4YBUD-evF
http://kr.youtube.com/watch?v=pMjiCBfN2Jl
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAJAyiXXIs
23. Cat / Fish – How can English help you in life?
http://kr.youtube.com/watch?v=h8hUCxnsv4
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=hHyXdyRXMsg
25. Pepsi Becham Sumo – Future. Who will win?
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=9It6uASx34
26. Cyon Commercial
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=tr9iXCfkfWQ
27. Fed ex kinkos meeting
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=6hKWM5Z1zds
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=XvX7ovf-LJ
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=vc1ARRgbRN0
30. Speaking English can be lethal! Comparing cultures.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezrSs3XjF1o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQHX-SjgQvQ
32. Gold’s Gym. Temptation. Food
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS3__URmG20

Golden Lion Winners:
1. Where is the chocolate man? Describe.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgfzdgWgFZ4
2. What values does “soccer” teach us?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBNADQTd6o8
3. Life is short. Draw a timeline…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-YV1ZITFaY
4. 7 days – What does each one get?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1MvKFTkL1s
5. Teaching car parts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_qUjrMtMec
6. Levis – describe where they are going.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0ugCjWr8nc